
 Teddy Tailor

 Shapes for the rolls of cloth 
and the measures for the 
shirts and the dresses

 A pencil

 A 2-row abacus

 An item of clothing from a 
doll or from when your 
child was a baby, and a 
similar item of your child’s 
current clothing

 A shirt and a dress (make 
sure there that the dress 
obviously requires more 
material to make it than 
the shirt)

 ‘Dressmaker’s glasses’ to 
dress up in (optional)

15–20 minutes

DRESSES OR SHIRTS?

Note: It is impossible to overestimate the importance of fostering understanding of the meaning of 
measurement. Specifically, it is important to help children grasp that measures are conventional, that measures 
can be of different length and that smaller measures result in a larger number of measures, while conversely, 
larger measures result in a smaller number of measures. This has practical implications – for example, when we 
measure a roll of cloth we can use two measures of different length: a longer one for dresses and a shorter one for 
shirts. And that using such measures, the same roll of cloth yields a larger number of small shirts and a smaller 
number of large dresses.

Setting the Scene:

Talk to your child about clothes and specifically items of clothing like shirts and dresses, the materials they are 
made of, the use of 'rolls of cloth’ to cut the pieces from before they are sewn together and so on. 

Look together at a small item of clothing from a doll or from when your child was a baby, and compare to a 
similar item of clothing that your child has now. Ask your child: Which item of clothing requires more material to 
make it? 

Repeat with a shirt and a dress. Agree that we need more material for the dress than for the shirt.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can measure the same 'roll of cloth' using two different measures.
Your child can say which measure to use for dresses and which for shirts.
Your child can use an abacus to record the number of times a 'dress' or a 'shirt' measure fits onto a 
'roll of cloth’.
Your child can say that the rows of beads show more shirts and fewer dresses.

To develop the concept of number (quantity) as a relationship between what is 
measured and the unit of measurement
To introduce an abacus as a visual model for recording and comparing data 
To practise measuring the same piece of material using two different conventional measures
To practise using an abacus to compare the quantities obtained when using two different measures
To foster understanding of the concepts less (fewer) than, more than and equal to
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Introducing Teddy Tailor:

Introduce Teddy Tailor, and explain that he has a tailor's shop where the workers make dresses and shirts out of rolls of cloth. Show the 'roll of cloth' 
(the long strip of paper with a pink border) and explain that this is the one that Teddy is going to use today. 

Explain: Teddy Tailor cuts the cloth into pieces and then makes each piece he cuts into either a dress or a shirt. Today Teddy wants to make 
whichever he can make the most of, dresses or shirts, from that roll of cloth. But he has a problem. He doesn't know which is more and which is fewer 
– the dresses he can make from the roll of cloth, or the shirts. Can you help him find out?

Note: If your child says at this point that they already know the answer, or can see quickly how to work it out, ask them to show you their idea and 
then model the process that you will show them below to ‘teach’ Teddy how to work it out for himself. 

Model the Activity:

Show your child the green and orange rectangles. Explain that one of the rectangles shows us enough cloth to make one dress, and the other enough 
cloth to make one shirt. We can use one to measure for dresses, and the other to measure for shirts. Discuss which measure to use for which garment. 
If they have difficulty with this, remind them of earlier discussions (the orange measure is for shirts, as they are smaller than the dresses).

Put on the Dressmaker’s glasses (if using). Show your child how to measure 'the roll of cloth’, describing and demonstrating each step carefully. Use 
either the shirt measure or the dress measure first; complete the measurement, then turn over the roll of cloth and use the other measure. Emphasise 
placing the measure exactly at one end of the roll of cloth when you start, drawing along the edge of the measure to show where the measure 
finishes and then using the pencil line to show you where to put the measure next.

Show your child how to record the measurements on the abacus. Emphasise that one row shows dresses and the other shirts, and model how to 
move a coloured bead on the appropriate row from one side of the abacus to the other every time you place the measure on the 'roll of cloth'.

When the measuring is complete, look at the two rows on the abacus. Ask your child to tell Teddy Tailor ‘which is more and which is fewer, the 
number of dresses or the number of shirts?’ (Dresses are fewer, shirts are more). 

Have Teddy Tailor ask your child how they know (we can see because the row of shirt beads is longer than the row of dress beads, so we know that he 
can make more shirts from that roll of cloth than he could dresses).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

DRESSES OR SHIRTS? – continued
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Independent work:

Explain that Teddy thinks he understands, but that he would like their help one more time just in case he gets it wrong. He has this other piece of 
cloth and wants to make whichever item of clothing he can make more of from it, dresses or shirts. 

Give your child the other 'roll of cloth’ (the long strip of paper with a blue border), your Dressmaker’s glasses (if using), a pencil, the pink and purple 
measures for a dress and a shirt, and the abacus. If you have more than one child doing this session, ask them to work together this time.

Ask your child to put on the Dressmaker’s glasses, and use the appropriate measures to find out ‘which item of clothing he can make more of and 
which less of; which is more and which is fewer, the number of dresses or the number of shirts’. Ask them to record the results on the abacus, as 
before. Support them with any part of the process needed and evaluate the results together, as when you modelled the full process.

Have Teddy thank them at the end for being so methodical, as well as for helping him understand better and find the answer to his problem step by 
step.

Conclusion:

Recap with your child that measures can be of different length and that the smaller the length of the measure, the bigger the number, and that the 
bigger the length of measure, the smaller the number. Then say: For example, in this case, when we needed to measure a roll of cloth, we used two 
measures of different lengths – a longer one for dresses and a shorter one for shirts. So from the same roll we got a larger number of shirts and a 
smaller number of dresses.

DRESSES OR SHIRTS? – continued
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Cut out Teddy Tailor. Cut out each shape below exactly, with no white showing.
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